Northern Futures Summit

Summary of the key talking points from the event
Thursday 6 November 2014

The Northern Futures Summit, held in Leeds on 6 November, brought together over 300 delegates, including
leaders of the Northern cities, key business representatives, academics and students to discuss how to
stimulate growth in the North of England and allow the region to successfully compete on the global stage.
As part of the Deputy Prime Minister’s Northern Futures initiative, the day was a culmination of a extensive
consultation process beginning in July, which asked the following question:
How do we build on the strengths in the North to create an economic core in the heart of the
region that can compete with the biggest cities in the world?
Hundreds of ideas were received through the Northern Futures website. These ideas were discussed at a series
of workshops across the North, and nine were selected to be brought forward to pitch on the day of the event.
Details on the pitches and the outcomes of the audience vote can be found in the appendix to this summary.
The event itself came at a key time, with the Scottish Referendum having opened up discussions about how
England is governed. Devolution to local areas, and to cities in particular, now has cross-party support, with
all the main parties citing it as a means to ensuring places provide effective services, sufficient jobs and offer
routes out of poverty. But there remains too little detail around what exactly this will look like.
This event aimed to explore how the economy of the North could be transformed in the years ahead,
specifically asking how the region can build on the momentum that the devolution debate has gained to get
more control over its future.
The day included nine pitches on a variety of themes along with speeches from the Deputy Prime Minister, the
Harvard urban economist Prof Ed Glaeser, and Jim O’Neill, chair of the City Growth Commission. This document
summarises the main themes of the day.
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“Northern Futures is a method by which we in
the North of England can garner the best ideas
about what we think is right for the North of
England” - Nick Clegg

If we want growth, we need to devolve powers
There was consensus amongst a majority of speakers, pitchers and delegates that centralisation is holding
back the performance of our cities and regions. The LSE’s Tony Travers set out in his pitch that the UK is one
of the most centralised countries in the OECD, and that this can no longer be seen as an acceptable method
for meeting the varying challenges cities and local areas face. Several contributors from the public and private
sectors felt that local areas across the North are better placed to assess their own strengths and weakness and
to prioritise projects based on these assessments, rather than civil servants based in Whitehall.
Notwithstanding this consensus, participants also interrogated what the North can do in the absence of
devolution, with a minority feeling that administrative change was not vital and that progress could be achieved
through Northern cities simply working more closely together. Elaine Cresswell, Gary Verity and Paul Smith all
emphasised during their pitches that more could be done with existing assets in the North, with the latter two
addressing the need for authorities and businesses to work more closely across the region in order to build a
stronger brand to increase tourism and boost business investment.

“As much as the Scottish Referendum has
highlighted the constitutional issues, I think it
is dangerous for those that are trying to push
the case for genuine devolution to just use that
reason” - Jim O’Neill

Devolution of powers must be accompanied by fiscal devolution
Many participants, including the Deputy Prime Minister, felt that without associated fiscal devolution, the
benefits of giving cities increased responsibility risk being constrained. Several contributors felt that to bring
about real economic change, Northern cities need to be able to raise and retain more of their own funds,
especially in times of austerity when central Government funding is being reduced. And tying money to the
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success of the local economy would ensure local leaders focused on promoting growth and ensuring the area is
a place people want to live.
And funding certainty matters too. In his pitch to delegates, Dave Newton made it clear that long-term funding
certainty would be vital to any efforts to boost transport in the North and improve connectivity across the region.
Decentralisation is a step by step process, not a revolution
Both Jim O’Neill and Tony Travers made it clear that widespread devolution of power and funding to cities in the
North was unlikely to happen overnight. Rather, both made the case that those cities that are clear on what
additional responsibilities they want to take on and what they can achieve as a result should be given extra
powers now. It makes no sense to force these cities to wait while others catch up, nor to give all cities the
same powers. A step-by-step process not only allows cities to take on more responsibility as they wish, but may
reduce Whitehall’s uneasiness with surrendering more powers to local areas.
Momentum must not be halted by bureaucracy and rivalry
Ed Glaeser reminded delegates that the primary focus of any discussion on decentralisation must be on what
communities could achieve with more responsibility, rather than technical disputes over who gets to hold
the powers and the exact form that devolution should take. This means being clear on the direction of travel.
Moving from where we are today – an extremely centralised system – will require the freedom to experiment
with delivery and see what works best where, which might not look the same across different places.
Several city leaders and chief executives also made clear that we must remember that while devolution is
necessarily placed-based, the focus should actually be on helping people in those areas, and the opportunity to
improve residents’ lives should not be missed because of geographical rivalries and political differences.

“The point of empowering local communities is
not a goal in and of itself, it’s to try and make
cities stronger, to try and make the United
Kingdom stronger, to empower the lives of
ordinary people” - Ed Glaeser

Skills and education are vital for regeneration
Katie Schmuecker, Ed Glaeser and many others who took to the stage emphasised the importance of skills and
education to the future of the North. It was noted that in the USA, as the share of graduates in a city increases
by 10 per cent, the average earnings of every worker in that city – not just graduates – increases by 8 per cent.
Education also provides people with the skills needed to become an entrepreneur, bringing new business to
local areas.
As such, many felt that investment in education and skills should be subject to more local control, with teacher
quality and careers advice key areas to focus on. Part of this would involve businesses taking a more proactive
approach to ensuring schools, colleges and universities provide the future workforce with the skills businesses
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value, from technical knowledge to softer skills. It may also require businesses to engage with career advice
provision, with the aim of lessening current skills mismatches.
Collaboration is key
As alluded to above, a number of pitchers and participants emphasised the importance of collaboration
throughout the day. Many felt that it would be a mistake for the North to be set up in competition against the
South. Instead, the focus should be on learning from what works in London and other cities, and seeing how
this might fit with ambitions for the region.
Furthermore, many felt it more helpful to compare the performance of Northern cities against that of
international counterparts, and that collaboration, both at the local and regional level, would be vital to compete
successfully on this basis.
Graduate retention – preventing the brain drain
A big challenge idenified in a number of pitches and presentations on the day was the loss of graduates once
they leave the North’s many universities. To stem this flow, the North needs to prove to graduates that they
can build a successful career in the city they have studied, along with creating an environment that promotes
entrepreneurship and innovation. Paul Smith, Elizabeth Hamilton and Rachel Armstrong all spoke of the need
to build on some of the North’s existing strengths in digital technology and ‘green’ industries to help do this,
but other sectors, such as tourism and life sciences were also highlighted. Improved infrastructure that enables
people to easily travel around their city and quality homes for them to live in were also felt to be important in
this regard.
Transport – should the focus be on links within cities or between cities?
While many panellists and delegates were enthusiastic towards Dave Newton’s pitch for city regions to take
more control over transport, there was debate over whether using these extra powers to improve links within or
between cities would yield the most benefit. No firm conclusion was reached on this matter. On the one hand,
transport within Northern cities trails well behind that of London. But on the other, there are a number of weak
connections between cities in the North that should be addressed in the coming years.
Technology can be used to improve services but is it a means to growth?
The role of emerging technologies featured in a number of pitches and presentations, particularly with respect
to its use in improving service delivery, such as alerting public transport users to delays and alternative routes.
Along with this it was felt that harnessing new technologies would be vital to realising cost reductions and
efficiencies - for example Rachel Armstrong described how energy efficient homes can reduce fuel payments.
However, most felt that new technologies alone would not transform the economy of the North. Making headway
on the fundamentals that underpin economic performance, such as the skills of people living in the region, will
ultimately determine the extent to which these technologies can be harnessed, and new investment generated.
Next steps
The Northern Futures Summit represented the culmination of several months of consultation and engagement
across the North of England.
To take forward some of the themes and actions discussed at the event, Centre for Cities is currently working
on two pieces of research on the performance of Northern cities, which will be released in the first half of 2015.
The first looks at the national policy approach to the North-South divide over the past decade, while the second
takes a longer term look at the development of cities over the last century.
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For its part, the current Government is taking forward some of the ideas discussed at the Northern Futures
Summit in the shape of decentralisation agreements with Manchester, Leeds and Sheffield, and initiatives
to boost the North’s tourism and tech industries. Moreover, it is anticipated that there could be further
announcements on supporting growth in the North in the Autumn Statement, with the Deputy Prime Minister
and Chancellor both pushing for increased investment in science and local transport.
However, many of the ideas put forward on the day represent longer term changes and, with a General Election
coming up, local partners – including councils, businesses, universities and third sector organisations – must
now also take the lead in challenging politicians to honour the promises they have made over recent months to
boost the economy of the North.
Watch the event again
The Northern Futures Summit was recorded and can be viewed again on: northernfutures.dialogue-app.com.
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Appendix
The pitches
Three separate pitching sessions were held during the event. In each session three separate ideas were pitched
to the audience and an expert panel, and an audience vote was held to determine the winning pitch at the end
of the session. The pitches, and vote results, are outlined below.
Session One
Pitcher
Tony Travers, London School of Economics

Topic and summary
Decentralisation

Tony is Director of LSE London and chaired the
London Finance Commission, which reported in
2013.

Cities need more financial powers to deliver the
economic growth that national leaders want from
them. This week’s Manchester deal and others like it
are welcome, but they are tiny steps in a much longer
journey. To overcome the objections of Whitehall
and make further progress, we need to introduce a
commission that can consider and approve financial
decentralisation on a case by case basis.
Katie Schmuecker, Joseph Rowntree Foundation Skills
Katie is a Policy and Research Manager at the
Joseph Rowntree Foundation where she works
on JRF’s strategy to reduce poverty in the UK.
She leads JRF’s work on living standards, income
adequacy and labour markets.

Elaine Cresswell, reShaped

Our education system lets too many people down,
especially those growing up in poverty. Early years is the
foundation for all that comes after so we should focus on
quality, ensuring that all settings are led by graduates.
We should stop looking for radical ideas in schooling and
focus on teaching quality instead, creating a Northern
centre of excellence to interpret and share evidence on
what works. Finally, we need to decentralise the adult
skills budget and work with employers to make service
apprenticeships more useful.
Place shaping

Elaine is Director of reShaped, the Liverpool-based Create urban environments that are more flexible and
landscape architecture practice.
interesting by making it easier for entrepreneurs and
community groups to bring unused buildings and land
back into temporary use. Do this by mapping vacant
properties, creating a ‘plan of possibilities’ that explains
how these sites can be used and incentivising owners
to make them available. Inspire and embed change by
establishing an annual My City Festival that holds some
of its events at unused sites.
Panel:
Sir Bob Kerslake Permanent Secretary, Department for Communities and Local Government
Roger Marsh Chair, Leeds City Region Enterprise Partnership
Prof Michael Parkinson Advisor to the Vice-Chancellor, University of Liverpool
Sarah Whitney Visiting Fellow, University of Cambridge
WINNER OF THE AUDIENCE VOTE: Elaine Cresswell
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Session Two
Pitcher
Elizabeth Hamilton
Elizabeth is a student at Heriot Watt University in
Edinburgh and winner of the DPM’s Office 16-24
year old competition

Dave Newton, Transport for Greater Manchester
Dave is Transport Strategy Director at Transport
for Greater Manchester and has helped lead the
region’s One North work.

Rachel Armstrong, University of Newcastle
Rachel is Professor of Experimental Architecture
at the University of Newcastle and a Senior TED
Fellow

Centre for Cities

Topic and summary
Green economy
Establish the North as a test bed for green innovation
and a magnet for green investment and jobs. Building on
the North’s manufacturing heritage, research excellence
and natural assets, we should invest to create a world
leading green economy. Universities, businesses and
communities should combine to research, develop, test
and manufacture green energy and tech solutions. Some
of the investment to make this happen can come from
higher taxes on dirty energy sources and high polluters.
Transport
Give the North a transport system to compete with best
in the world by significantly improving both intercity
and commuter links. Improve information systems and
ticketing, increase capacity and add new rolling stock
to city-region rail networks, introduce fast and frequent
intercity connections between Hull and Liverpool.
Underpin investment decisions by giving long term
capital allocations to city regions and partners.
Smart green cities
Make Newcastle the world’s first ‘smart green city’
by helping it lead the way in testing cutting-edge
built environment solutions that combine IT and
biotechnology. Do this by establishing and supporting
an experimental community where ordinary people work
alongside academics and businesses to test, refine and
export smart green solutions.

Panel:
Mike Blackburn Chair, Greater Manchester Local Enterprise Partnership
Jonathan Bray Director, Passenger Transport Executive Group (PTEG)
Eddie Copeland Head of the Technology Policy Unit, Policy Exchange
Prof Henry Overman Director, What Works Centre for Local Economic Growth
Barbara Spicer Chief Executive, Plus Dane Group
WINNER OF THE AUDIENCE VOTE: Dave Newton
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Session Three
Pitcher
Gary Verity, Welcome to Yorkshire
Gary is Chief Executive of Welcome to Yorkshire
and was instrumental in bringing the Tour de
France to England in 2014.
John Fisher, University of Leeds
John is Professor of Medical Engineering and
Deputy Vice-Chancellor at the University of Leeds.

Paul Smith, Ignite
Paul is co-founder and director of Ignite, an early
stage digital accelerator programme that operates
across the North.

Centre for Cities

Topic and summary
Tourism
Capitalise on the North’s under-exploited tourism
potential by collaborating more effectively across
the region to build a stronger brand overseas and
significantly increase visitor numbers.
Health sciences
Establish the North as a world-leading region for health
technology research and innovation by investing in a
strategy that has universities, BIS, NHS England and local
government all pulling in the same direction. The strategy
should focus on integrating and translating advances in
the emerging great technologies, (robotics, regenerative
medicine, synthetic biology, advanced materials, quantum
technologies and data analytics) to create new solutions
that address specific health challenges.
TechNorth
TechNorth, an initiative announced recently by the
Deputy Prime Minister, should be about recognising
the North’s ability to improve the nation’s core digital
technologies. It shouldn’t simply be about networking
cities across the North, but networking these cities with
the capabilities of London and further afield to leverage
the region’s potential as a driver of growth for the whole
country. To do this we need to focus on connecting
investors with the North’s emerging tech companies and
providing high quality coaching to early stage start-ups,
to take them from start-ups to scale-ups.

Panel:
Ed Cox Director, IPPR North
James Newman Chair, Sheffield City Region LEP
Prof Andy Pike Director of CURDS, Newcastle University
Julia Unwin Chief Executive, Joseph Rowntree Foundation
WINNER OF THE AUDIENCE VOTE: Paul Smith
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